
 

  

 

   

 

Altai / Altai Mountain stove 

1. Fireplace 1. Legs in packing mode Protection film have to remove before using  

2. Cover 2. Press button and release leg   

3. Door (Altay with class)  3. Chek leg is locked Stove door is stored in ash box 

4. A combustion chamber   

5. Grate  Take care when installing a pipe that first pipe is different, there 

6. Folding legs  is a overhang, which should be installed downwards. Pipe heat  

7. Altai model have Steming generator  shield come just on first pipe. With water tank cannot use heat 

8. Cooktop / Mountain model have stone place  shield. Put on propel on stove pipe hole, before pipe. 

  

9. Pipe place   

10. Pipe 

11. Pipe heatcover 

 

When and before using stove 

- Can use only outside or tent 

- Check that all parts are intact 

- Remove all protection film before using products  

- Take care when installing a pipe that first pipe is different, there is a overhang, which should be installed downwards. That overhang 

makes sure that the pipe is not pressed too far down into the combustion. 

- Clean the pipe regularly 

- Beware of hot pipe and steel when being used 

- Don’t use dirty water because steaming generator can be damaged. If you use salt water, you have to washing stove with fresh water 
after every use. 

- With tent model rennosti-10 / terma-10 have to use a rope that is attached in the middle of the wall to keep the fabric off the heater. 
- Use food which does not spark. 

o a big spark that can not get out of the canvas can damage it 
- The structure of the heater is such that the water flowing from the pipe coupling flows out of the door, it will not reach the fire 

 
 

Warranty 1 year, stove standard bag is without warranty  

Imported, Digikor Oy contact information: www.rennosti.com 

http://rennosti.com/

